
DevSecOps is a methodology to incorporate 
application security early and often in the software 
delivery lifecycle (SDLC). It establishes security as an 
indispensable, fully integrated component of software 
development. While incorporating security best 
practices into software development is widely viewed 
as a major impediment to velocity, DevSecOps 
implemented effectively mitigates this tradeoff.



To ensure security practices don’t impede software 
delivery, security must be automated throughout the 

entire SDLC. DevSecOps shifts security processes 
left by incorporating security checks throughout the 
CI/CD pipeline while fostering a culture of 
collaboration and communication across all teams.



Fully adopting DevSecOps is no small feat, but it’s 
well worth the effort. While it may take some time to 
get your DevSecOps house in order, you can prepare 
to reap the benefits. As you look to implement 
DevSecOps, below you’ll find a list of the many 
benefits of incorporating security into your SDLC.
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Benefits of Adopting DevSecOps

Deliver Faster

Dedicate more time and resources toward 
development and innovation with a developer-friendly 
toolset that helps scale application security programs 
into the CI/CD process across teams. 

Mitigate Risk

When security issues are shifted left and addressed 
earlier in the SDLC, there’s less exposure to the risk 
and costs associated that would result from releasing 
code with security issues into production.

Improve Developer Efficiency

Developers have more time to write secure code 
when application security tools are integrated directly 
into their CI/CD pipelines. This allows them to 
address any security issues immediately because 
security scans are automatically performed right after 
code is written, removing a long feedback loop that 
has traditionally slowed down the security process.

Increase Speed to Market

Alleviate the threat of late-stage security gates that 
could otherwise derail releases. DevSecOps fosters 
shorter development, test, and delivery cycles via 
automation, allowing developers to fix security issues 
early, accelerating delivery.

E x e c u t i v e  B r i e f

Adopting DevSecOps Without 
Compromising Velocity
Delivering Modern Software at High Velocity Doesn’t Have to Come at the Expense of Security
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Proactively Remediate Issues

With greater visibility into potential vulnerabilities 
earlier in the SDLC, teams can rapidly identify, 
prioritize, and remediate issues before business-
impacting incidents occur.

Increase Quality and ROI

With improved security and efficiency, developers 
can release higher quality code, which ultimately 
translates to higher ROI.

Comprehensive Governance Policies

Providing flexible, configurable guardrails to define 
policies and enforce security testing practices 
ensures that critical security issues are never 
released into production.

Handle Sensitive Data Appropriately

By embedding automated security into the 
development process, applications can safely and 
securely handle sensitive, private, or confidential 
data.

Challenges of Implementing DevSecOps

DevSecOps shifts 

security processes 

left by incorporating 

security checks 

throughout the 


CI/CD pipeline while 

fostering a culture 

of collaboration.

Whether you’re just getting started with a DevSecOps practice or you’re 

looking to mature it, these are the most common challenges that you’ll 

need to have plans in place to overcome.

Traditional legacy-based application security testing approaches are 

manually intensive with massive data lakes from application scanners, 

which are not designed for modern software development.



A cultural shift is needed among engineering, development, and 

security teams to facilitate shared responsibility, collaboration, 

transparency, and effective communication.



Developers have limited knowledge of secure coding practices due to 

these processes traditionally occurring after code is deployed.



Lack of tooling integration across the DevOps landscape results in 

disparate data outputs and multiple panes of glass.

Benefits of Adopting DevSecOps
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The Harness Build With Security solution helps enterprise organizations 

looking to streamline their software development process while ensuring 

the security and compliance of their systems. With automated security 

orchestration and seamless pipeline integration, Harness empowers 

organizations seeking to improve pipeline security and velocity. The Build 

With Security solution integrates Harness Security Testing Orchestration 

(STO), Continuous Integration (CI), and Continuous Delivery (CD).



Harness STO enables organizations to build security in from the ground up 

to empower developers to deliver highly secure code, accelerate 

deployment velocity, and minimize rework. With Harness STO, potential 

vulnerabilities can be identified and remediated before code reaches 

production.



STO provides development teams with a prioritized list of vulnerabilities to 

fix and puts guardrails in place to prevent applications from being 

deployed into production until those vulnerabilities are addressed.

How Harness Can Help
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Request a Demo

Learn more about how 

Harness can help you 

surmount potential 

challenges to deliver on 

the promise of 

DevSecOps.

https://www.harness.io/demo/sto

